Urban innovation never comes into force without the participation of universities as a source of innovation. However, it is not always a smooth ride to make an industry-university partnership work.

In this respect, Yangpu-based universities and businesses take great strides in the development of industry-university-research cooperation to better serve the economic and social development of the district. One of their latest efforts was a two-day 2017 MIT China Conference, during which MIT shared its vision with Yangpu entrepreneurs. A number of professors and research fellows on biomedicine, mechanics and computer engineers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology shared cutting-edge scientific knowledge developed in MIT laboratories with their Chinese audiences, most of whom are elite technicians and entrepreneurs.

The topics were technical, including those on “innovative energy, acoustical material, biotechnology and artificial intelligence.”

Organizers hope that local startups will be inspired or find some valuable technologies through the speeches, according to the district government. AL, for instance, has become a popular choice for local startups. The MIT experts are also sharing successful startup projects in Massachusetts, covering Big Data, IIOT and new grippers, a newly discovered material expected to be used for the next generation of robot arms.

Cooperation has been carried out on intelligent monitoring, robotics, medical big data, urban infrastructure and traffic data analysis between the institute and local firms, according to the science commission of Yangpu.

Pilot in innovation

The district will further use its advantages in research and education to explore ways to transfer achievements of technology into production. Yangpu authorities have launched cooperation with 21 universities within the district and around the city to build a number of key platforms.

“Thanks for the world and Yangpu government to fulfill innovation-driven development strategy, and accelerate the construction of science and technology innovation center with global influence to contribute to the construction of Shanghai’s efforts to become a global innovation center.”

A number of professors and research colleagues on biomedicine, mechanics and computer engineers, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, share cutting-edge scientific knowledge developed in MIT laboratories with their Chinese audiences, most of whom are elite technicians and entrepreneurs.

Achieving innovation through university collaboration

The annual Yangpu Forum for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, held earlier this month, at the China Shanghai Public Practicing Base for Entrepreneurs was committed to promoting the cooperation of universities, science parks and communities as well as the integration of industry, research and innovation to further enhance the industry-university partnership.

Data, 3D print and nanowires, a newly discovered startup projects in Massachusetts, covering Big Data, IIOT and new grippers, a newly discovered material expected to be used for the next generation of robot arms.

Cultural beauty of district highlighted by marathon

For example, the Yangpu government has “top level” members from MIT through the introduction of the liaison program, according to the district government.
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